In rare situations, stochastic programs can be solved analytically. Otherwise, approximation is necessary to solve stochastic programs with a large or infinite number of scenarios to a desired level of accuracy. This involves statistical sampling or deterministic selection of a finite set of scenarios to obtain a tractable deterministic equivalent problem. Some of these approaches rely on bounds for primal and dual decision variables of the second stage. We develop new algorithms to improve these bounds and reduce the deterministic approximation error. Experiments were conducted to compare a sequential approximation approach with and without these new algorithms. Each algorithm is applied to a set of test instances for a problem of managing semiconductor inventory with downward substitutions, where random variables only appear in the right hand side of the second stage. Experiments were also conducted using the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) algorithm. The sequential approximation and SAA algorithm generate a feasible solution upon termination. We directly compare the quality of these solutions using a paired Student-t test.
Introduction
For stochastic programs with a very large or an infinite number of scenarios, approximations must be employed. The most common approximation is Monte Carlo sampling, which was first used in the context of sampling-based decomposition by [1] . Sampling-based methods have been used to estimate statistical confidence intervals on the optimality gap of stochastic programs by [2] , [3] . The quality of the statistical bounds generated by sampling-based methods depend on the number of scenarios sampled, but larger numbers of scenarios generally result in longer computation times. The number of samples to best trade off computation time and accuracy is problem-specific.
It is also possible to compute a deterministic bound on the error in an approximation based on deterministic selection of scenarios. For example, the support of the random variables can be partitioned into disjoint sets. Each set corresponds to a distinct scenario, and the probability that the random variables belong to the set is the probability of the scenario. The outcomes for each scenario are the mean values of the random variables conditioned on those variables belonging to the corresponding set. Such algorithms can be adapted to a sequential approximation scheme, where the approximate problem is iteratively solved and modified by refining the partition of the support for the random variables until a desired level of accuracy or some other termination criterion is reached. Such an approach was first suggested by [4] .
In this article, we describe methods to approximate the solution to two-stage stochastic programs with random variables appearing only in the right hand side of the second stage. We present ways to improve the bounds on the approximation error developed by [5] in the context of a deterministic sequential approximation algorithm, which we call sequential bounding. In particular, we consider the problem of finding tight bounds on optimal values of the second stage primal and dual decision variables. Although decision variable bounds are often readily apparent, we show how bounds on the optimal values can be improved for subsets of the random variable support, resulting in faster convergence of sequential bounding. We also consider improvements to the restricted recourse bounds of [6] , which depend on such decision variable bounds. Finally, we consider a mathematical programming approach to find the smallest approximation error by selecting representative outcomes for subsets of the random variable support.
We present three algorithms for bounding the optimal values of primal and dual decision variables. The first algorithm uses linear programming complementary slackness conditions and improves bounds on either the set of primal or dual decision variables by utilizing bounds on the other set of variables. In the absence of primal degeneracy, we show that the tightest upper and lower bound on each primal and dual decision variable is the solution of a corresponding nonlinear program. A linear programming relaxation is utilized in the second algorithm for each of these problems. The third algorithm generates a simplicial cone of dominated dual solutions. This is used to generate a disjunctive linear program for each optimal dual decision variable bound. Finally, we identify special cases where bounds on the optimal decision variables can be found using simple recursion.
The algorithms developed in this paper are utilized in comparing the performance of the sequential bounding algorithm with the Sample Average Approximation (SAA), a Monte Carlo sampling-based approach. Computational experiments are based on a collection of test instances for an important stochastic program that arises in the context of semiconductor manufacturing. We compare the deterministic bounds obtained, using sequential bounding with each of the algorithms, to statistical confidence intervals on the optimality gap obtained by Monte Carlo sampling.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, we review the relevant literature on bounding methods in Section 2. In Section 3 the general two-stage stochastic linear programming problem (2SLP) is given, and in Section 4 our sequential bounding algorithm is developed for this problem. In Section 5 we describe four approaches for finding bounds on the optimal second stage primal and dual decision variables.
In Section 6 we describe an inventory planning problem with uncertain demand and downward substitutions.
We present computational experiments comparing Sample Average Approximation and a variation of the sequential bounding algorithm. Conclusions are given in Section 7.
Literature Review
Early work on aggregation bounds was done in the context of deterministic linear programs. In [7, 8] , upper and lower bounds for the optimal objective function value of large-scale linear programs were developed.
These bounds are obtained by solving a smaller, but related, linear program based on an aggregation of the constraints and variables of the original problem. Aggregate variables and constraints are generated through a linear combination of variables and constraints respectively. The multipliers used in the linear combinations can be viewed as a probability distribution over rows or columns of the problem parameters in the original linear program. The bounds also depend on establishing bounds on the optimal primal and dual decision variables of the original problem.
In [5] , the results of Zipkin were extended to stochastic programs with continuously distributed random variables appearing in the right hand side of the constraints. In this approach, constraints are aggregated according to a weighting function. This weighting function corresponds to the conditional joint probability distribution associated with the right hand side values, given they belong to a subset in a partition of the support set. Similarly, these weighting functions are used for aggregating variables that depend on the random variable values. [9] extended these bounds within a measure-theoretic probability framework, allowing for uncertainties in the constraint and cost coefficients.
In cases where the objective function is the expected value of a convex function, f , of independent random variables, upper and lower bounds for stochastic programs can be found. The classic Edmundson-Madansky inequality provides an upper bound. This is the expected value of a linear function that overestimates f .
The classic Jensen's inequality provides a lower bound by evaluating f at the expected value of the random variables. [4] show these bounds can be made arbitrarily tight by sequentially partitioning the support of the random variables into a successively finer partition and applying the bounds to each new cell of this partition.
Many generalizations of these bounds and a variety of other bounding methods have been developed. [6] provide an excellent review of these methods.
Decision variable bounds based on problem structure have been previously discussed in the literature. Decision variable bounds for a production planning problem were discussed in [10] . He used existing constraints to develop these bounds, such as non-negativity for primal decision variables and elastic penalty costs for dual variables. Other decision variable bounds are implied by existing constraints. Decision variable bounds were also developed by [6] for a network and semiconductor manufacturing problem. They reasoned that a unit increase in arc capacity results in no more than one unit of flow; so, the dual variable corresponding to each flow balance constraint is less than or equal to one. [5] developed methods for decision variable bounds based on the sign of constraint coefficients and functions of these coefficients, but a limited number of problems possess the required structural properties. [11] used a related bounding approach, and is the only previous paper we are aware of that improves the bounds on decision variables for different subsets of the random variable support. However, the approach is limited to a specific appointment scheduling problem.
This paper provides several novel contributions to the existing literature. First, we present several new methods to obtain bounds on optimal values for primal and dual decision variables that can be used to solve two-stage stochastic linear programs in a sequential bounding approach. We identify a class of special problem structures where optimal decision variable bounds can be found using simple recursion. We also develop a new mathematical programming approach to bound the approximation error by replacing random variables with decision variables. Finally, in our computational experiments we directly compare a samplingbased algorithm to sequential bounding, and in most cases, demonstrate that sequential bounding produces low cost solutions.
Two-stage Stochastic Linear Program
The following is a standard formulation for a two-stage stochastic linear program (2SLP):
where
Throughout this paper different functions are distinguished by name and number of arguments. Thus, Q(·)
and Q(·, ·) are distinct. The letter A represents an m × n matrix of deterministic values, and x ∈ R n is the vector of first stage decision variables. In the first stage constraints, b is a column vector and c is a row vector of conformal dimensions. Here,
, where V ec(·) is a vector whose entries match those of its arguments in columnwise order. Also, ω ∈ Ω indexes the possible outcomes of ξ. The components of ξ are assumed to be F-measurable with respect to the probability space (Ω, F, µ).
The letters W and T represent the recourse and technology matrix, respectively. We assume Equation (2) is feasible for any feasible first stage solution x and ω ∈ Ω. We use the notation Q(·) to denote the recourse function (see [12] ), which is the expectation over second stage recourse problems. The vector of second stage decision variables of length n 2 is denoted y = y(x, ξ) to emphasize its dependence on x and ξ. We use y * (x, ξ) to denote an optimal solution to Equation (2) . The matrix W (ω) is m 2 × n 2 , and the dimensions of the matrix T (ω), the row vector q(ω), and the column vector h(ω) associated with the second stage have conformal dimensions. Subscripts are used to denote entries of vectors and matrices throughout this paper.
For example, will refer to the i th entry of h(ω) as h i (ω) and the element in the i th row and j th column of
The dual linear programming problem associated with the second stage recourse problem of Equation (2) can be written as follows:
π unrestricted in sign.
We use π = π(x, ξ) for the dual decision variables to emphasize the dependence on x and the random variables ξ, and π * (x, ξ) is a corresponding optimal solution.
In order to define the dual stochastic program of 2SLP given in Equation (1), additional assumptions must be made (see [9] ). First, we restrict y(x, ξ(·)) to be in the Lebesgue space, L 1 (Ω, F, µ; R n2 ), for any
x ≥ 0 such that Ax = b. Furthermore, we assume that there exists a feasible pair (x, y(x, ξ(ω))) for 2SLP so that q(ω)y(x, ξ(ω)) is integrable. The dual of 2SLP is as follows:
where v is a row vector of length m representing the first stage decision variables, and π(ω) is a row vector of length m 2 representing the second stage decision variables. Here, the constraints in Equations (5) and (6) are the first and second stage constraints respectively.
Applying the dual form of the results of [13] to Equation (4), an optimal solution, v = v * and π = π * , exists if the following conditions are met: (1) the components of h(ω) are summable, but possibly unbounded, (2) all other components of ξ are bounded, (3) the set of feasible solutions (v, w) are bounded, and (4) π is measurable. For many applications, these conditions are not restrictive, since we can truncate distribution functions for random variables with infinite support with some possible loss of accuracy. Also, most realistic problems do not result in arbitrarily large optimal decision variable values. We will assume that these conditions hold, but alternative conditions to ensure the existence of v * and π * in Equation (4) are provided by [14] . Those conditions rely on the existence of feasible solutions satisfying all the constraints with strict inequality. Conditions that do not rely on strict feasibility or a bounded feasible region are provided in [15] .
In order to evaluate Q(x) or solve an instance of 2SLP directly, generally the support set, Ξ, for the random variables, ξ, must be a finite set with reasonably small cardinality. In situations where this is not the case, an approximating problem can be solved where Ξ is replaced with a finite set,Ξ. The following section describes a means for generating such a finite set so that a bound on the approximation error can be obtained.
Sequential Bounding
Sequential bounding involves partitioning the set Ξ into ν disjoint sets so that Ξ = ∪ ν k=1 S k . We also define p k = P {ξ ∈ S k } and letξ k be an arbitrary vector in S k for k = 1, . . . , ν. We define the finite support set
, and P {ξ =ξ k } = p k for k = 1, . . . , ν. The 2SLP associated with this partitioning of Ξ, which we will refer to as the partitioned value problem (PVP) of 2SLP, can be formulated as follows:
It will be convenient to define
If we setξ k = ξ k , we will refer to the resulting PVP as the partitioned mean value problem (PMVP) of 2SLP. The formulation follows:
We denote the optimal objective function value as z ν * , and the optimal solution as (
). Notice that the PMVP of 2SLP is a standard linear program, and the PMVP of Equation (4) is the dual linear program of Equation (8) . We denote this dual optimal
We define each S k as a hyper-rectangle aligned with the coordinate axes. In other words, for each
where J = m 2 (1 + n + n 2 ) + n 2 is the number of components in ξ. So, for all ω ∈ Ω such that
m2(j)+i , for i = 1, . . . , m 2 and j = 1, . . . , n. Subject to the assumptions of Section 3, we note that some of the values of a can be ±∞; so, Ξ need not be bounded. In Section 5 we discuss how to compute lower and upper bounds on the optimal value of the second stage recourse decisions for each hyper-rectangle.
The following result establishes bounds for the recourse function, Q(x), using the PVP. For the special case where the PVP is the PMVP, a more compact version of this proposition and proof is found in [9] , but our proposition and proof allows for equality constraints in the primal problem and non-zero lower bounds for the second stage dual decision variable values, which lead to tighter bounds on Q(x). [9] does not allow for arbitrary outcomes associated with each cell of the partition. We use the freedom to select these outcomes to develop tighter bounds on the recourse function in Section 4.2. The vectorsξ k,1 ,ξ k,2 ∈ S k are arbitrary vectors with some of their components fixed to those for ξ k :
We define y k,U B ,y k,LB ,π k,U B , and π k,LB to be bounds on the second stage recourse decisions:
for all ξ ∈ S k and k = 1, . (10) and (11) . Also, let y k,U B ,y k,LB ,π k,U B , and π k,LB be defined as in Equation (12) . Suppose x is feasible for the first stage constraints of 2SLP, Ax = b and x ≥ 0. Also assume that y * (x, ξ) and π * (x, ξ) are bounded for all ξ ∈ Ξ. Then
Proof. Proof: See Appendix A.
In general, y k,U B , y k,LB , π k,U B and π k,LB can be difficult to determine efficiently. However, any valid of the partition to produce a lower and upper bound on the optimal objective function value for 2SLP that converges to z(x * ) as ν increases. During the ν th refinement of the partition, ξ was restricted to the k th cell, S k , and the optimal values of y in the recourse problem of Equation (2), with x = x ν * and ξ ∈ S k , were restricted to a subset of the possible values associated with ξ ∈ Ξ. The authors used these restrictions and complementary slackness to find suitable bounds for π k,LB i and π k,U B i through a forward and backward recursion that exploited the special structure of the appointment scheduling problem. From the computational experience with this problem, the authors found that the upper bound converged more slowly to the optimal value, z(x * ), than the lower bound. So, a methodology that provides tight bounds for the decision variables may help to improve convergence and the overall runtime to achieve a given level of accuracy for 2SLP. In this article, we generalize this algorithm to 2SLPs consistent with the assumptions of Section 3 and provide methods for improving the bounds on the second stage decision variables when ξ ∈ S k .
The sequential bounding algorithm for 2SLP is outlined in Algorithm 1.
}) be the optimal solution. 3: Determine upper and lower bounds for optimal primal and dual second stage decision variables using one of the methods described in Section 5.
) with the bounds calculated in Step 3. If
) ≤ tolerance, then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 5. A sequential approach to defining the partition begins with ν = 1, and S 1 = Ξ. We generate a two cell partition, ν = 2, by splitting the first cell into two. The process continues, splitting one of the cells in the partition to generate two new cells at every iteration. Many different approaches to refining the partition are possible. In our implementation in Section 6, we will assume that cells are split perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes, say the i th axis, and parallel to all the others to maintain hyper-rectangular cells. If ξ is discretely distributed, then we avoid splitting cells with only a single value, S k = {ξ k }, since there is no difference between PMVP and 2SLP if every cell is a singleton.
A few comments about the convergence of sequential bounding are in order. In reference to Equation (1), if Q(x, ξ) is a convex function of ξ, which is the case when random variables only appear in T and h, then sequential bounding will converge as long as max k {P [ξ ∈ S k ]} → 0 as ν → ∞ (this is shown by [18] ). In our computational experiments in Section 6, random variables only appear in h; so, convergence is guaranteed.
Convergence is also possible with random variables appearing elsewhere. [19] provides such conditions, which rely on the existence of feasible solutions satisfying all the constraints with strict inequality. In the case where all random variables are discretely distributed, for example, sequential bounding will always terminate after a finite number of iterations.
In any implementation of sequential bounding, a decision must be made for which cell of the partition to split, which coordinate direction the split should be made, and which point along the coordinate direction to make the split. To decide on an appropriate approach for the experiments in Section 6, we considered the following instance of Equation (1):
s.t.
This is equivalent to the famous Newsvendor Problem, and a special case of the inventory problem we introduce in Section 6. See [20, pg. 250 ] for a more detailed description of the Newsvendor Problem, including a formula for the optimal solution. The details and solution of this problem do not concern us here, but we use this special case to motivate our approach for sequential bounding. When h 1 (ω) is a continuous random variable with a uniform probability distribution, the following proposition shows the best way to split cells in the partition of the random variable support. = −q 2 be the upper and lower bound respectively on the dual decision variable of Equation (14) for k = 1, . . . , ν and every iteration ν ≥ 1.
At iteration ν the sequential bounding approximation error,
), is minimized by splitting the cell with the largest corresponding terms in the expression defining ν 2 in Proposition 1. In other words, the error is minimized by splitting the cell with index equal to:
and replacing cell a
Proof. Proof: See Appendix C.
In Section 6 we use the results of Proposition 2 as a guide for partitioning during sequential bounding.
In particular, at the end of iteration ν we select the cell index k ∈ {1, . . . , ν} and row index i ∈ {1, . . . , m 2 } with the maximum corresponding terms in the expression defining ν select the indices that maximize the following quantity:
Next, we split cell k along the i th coordinate direction. As was done in Proposition 2, we make the split at the conditional mean value of the cell. This partitioning scheme is not guaranteed to be the most effective for more general problems than the Newsvendor Problem with uniform demand, but we use this special case to motivate our approach for sequential partitioning. We refer to [21] for a more complete description of partitioning, including a number of alternative schemes.
If we use the cell partitioning scheme described in Proposition 2 for the Newsvendor Problem of Equation (13), then the approximation error will reduce as quickly as possible, compared to other paritioning schemes.
The next proposition shows the rate of convergence is sublinear.
Proposition 3. For the Newsvendor Problem in Equation (13), let h 1 (ω) be a continuous random variable
= q 1 and π k,LB 1 = −q 2 be the upper and lower bound respectively on the dual decision variable of Equation (14) for k = 1, . . . , ν and every iteration ν ≥ 1.
The sequential bounding approximation error
) converges sublinearly to zero as a function of ν.
Proof. Proof: See Appendix D.
Since the Newsvendor Problem is easily solved analytically, we might expect the sequential bounding algorithm to converge rapidly for this problem when we employ the best partitioning scheme possible. Proposition 3 demonstrates that this is not the case and suggests potential for improving sequential bounding beyond the partitioning scheme alone.
Although we did not specify any of the components of the first stage decision variable vector, x, to be discrete in 2SLP, this can be accommodated in the sequential bounding algorithm if we assume the first stage feasible region is bounded. In this case, discrete components of x can only take a finite number of possible values. The bounds in Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 remain valid if we fix the integer variables in x. When convergence is guaranteed, the set of fixed integer decision variables corresponding to an optimal solution, x * , will have a smaller cost than all non-optimal sets of integers. At each iteration of sequential bounding, solving the PMVP of Equation (8) with some of the x variables restricted to integer values corresponds to using the same partitioning scheme for every possible set of fixed decision variables.
Restricted Recourse Bounds
In this subsection we explain how to use restricted recourse to generate an upper bound on z(x ν * ). We refer to [6] for a detailed description of restricted recourse. The upper bound is obtained by adding constraints or fixing decision variables in the recourse problem. Such restrictions change the recourse problem, but any upper bound for the restricted recourse problem is valid for the original recourse problem. The upper bound on z(x ν * ) provided by Corollary 1 can be less for the restricted recourse problem than the unrestricted problem, even though the optimal objective function value of the recourse problem is no greater than that for the restricted recourse problem. When this is the case, we use the smaller upper bound provided by the restricted recourse problem. This approach is used to improve the convergence of the sequential bounding algorithm. In particular, we add constraints associated with each cell of the random variable support partition if they reduce the upper bound on z(x ν * ).
First, we define the restricted recourse problem:
We see the model of Equation (15) is the same as Equation (2) with one or more additional constraints given by Equation (16) . Since the vector of decision variables y is not involved in the objective or constraints of Equation (2), the optimal objective function for Equation (15) is greater than or equal to that for Equation (2) . We assume Equation (15) is feasible for all x and all ξ ∈ Ξ, but there are no restrictions on the number of constraints or new decision variables added. The new constraints are added after iteration ν of the sequential bounding algorithm so that the matrices W and V as well as the vector h are constant for all values of ξ in the k th cell, S k , of the random variable support partition for k = 1, . . . , ν. Furthermore, we assume there exists a y ≥ 0 such that W y k,ν * + V y = h for every k = 1, . . . , ν and ξ ∈ Ξ. So, the new constraints do not cut off the second stage optimal solution of the PMVP.
We define y * (x, ξ) to be a vector of optimal y variables in Equation (15) . We define π * (x, ξ) to be a vector of optimal dual decision variables for Equation (15) corresponding to the primal constraints T x + W y = h.
We also define Q ν (x) = ν k=1 p k Q(x, ξ k ) to be the optimal second stage cost for the PMVP with restricted recourse. The following corollary gives an upper bound for z(x ν * ):
Corollary 2. Let the restricted recourse problem be defined as in Equation (15), and let y * , π * , and Q ν be defined as in the preceding paragraph. If W and q are constant and the hypotheses of Proposition 1 hold, then
and we define π k,U B and π k,LB to be bounds on the second stage restricted recourse decisions:
for all ξ ∈ S k and k = 1, . . . , ν.
Proof. Proof: This follows directly from the definition of the restricted recourse problem in Equation (15), Corollary 1 and the fact that x ν * and y k,ν * , for k = 1, . . . , ν, are feasible and optimal for the PMVP with restricted recourse.
In closing this subsection, notice that ν 2 in Corollary 2 is very similar to ν 2 in Corollary 1. In particular, bounds for feasible decisions in the dual of Equation (15) can be used as bounds for feasible decisions in Equation (3). Thus, if we define π U B and π LB such that
for all feasible dual variables π corresponding to the primal constraints T x + W y = h in Equation (15) and for all ξ ∈ Ξ, then setting π k,LB = π LB and π k,U B = π U B for all k = 1, . . . , ν will produce a valid value for the expression defining
) when W is constant in Equation (2). Methods for finding such bounds on the recourse decisions are the subject of Section 5.
Bounds from Optimized Outcomes
In this subsection, we describe a method to generate an upper bound on z(x * ), by selecting representative outcomes for each cell of the random variable support partition. We assume that random variables only appear in the right hand side vector, h, of the recourse problem and all of these random variables are independent.
Although it is possible to relax these assumptions somewhat, we keep them for ease of presentation.
In general, the upper bound for Q(x) in Proposition 1 holds for a variety of vectorsξ k,2 ∈ S k for k = 1, . . . , ν. This suggests replacing each random variable h i with a decision variable r i and minimizing the upper bound using the following mathematical program:
In general, the objective function for this mathematical program is nonlinear in the decision variables.
However, suppose F is the cumulative distribution function of h i . Taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to r k i yields the following expression:
Since this is non-decreasing in r k i , the objective function is the sum of a linear term and single-variable functions that are convex in each of the decision variables. We can easily obtain a piecewise linear outer approximation of each function at evenly spaced intervals. These approximating functions are greater than or equal to the original convex functions and are incorporated in the mathematical program with additional decision variables and linear constraints (see Section 1.3 [22] for example).
In general, the bounds on the dual decision variables, π k,U B i and π
k,LB i
, can depend on the first stage decisions, x. In general, optimal dual recourse decision variables are nonlinear and non-convex functions of x; so, the bounds on these variables can be as well. To make the mathematical program tractable, we assume 
Methods for Bounding Recourse Variables
In order to use Proposition 1 and sequential bounding for 2SLP, we need to determine decision variable bounds, y k,U B ,y k,LB ,π k,U B , and π k,LB for k = 1, . . . , ν. Since x ν * ≥ 0 in the PMVP of 2SLP, we begin by
Notice a (k) and b (k) are used for the limits of the hyper-rectangle S k , defined in Equation (9).
When Equation (3) are bounds on the random variable q j when ξ ∈ S k :
y j ≥ 0, r i,j , s j , π i , and r i unrestricted in sign ∀i, j.
A similar nonlinear program can be used to calculate a lower bound for π k,LB by minimizing the objective function instead of maximizing:
Equations (18) and (22) are the primal constraints associated with the recourse problem in Equation (1).
Equations (19) and (23) are the dual constraints associated with Equation (6) . Equations (20) and (24) correspond to the strong duality condition for the recourse linear program. The collection of all these nonlinear programs for all = 1, . . . , m 2 , as well as the nonlinear programs obtained by minimizing and maximizing over each component of y, will be referred to as the bounds nonlinear programs (BNPs).
The BNPs are not necessarily convex optimization problems. For example m2 i=1 π i r i − s j is not a convex function in the decision variables; so, finding optimal solutions to the BNPs may require a prohibitive amount of computation time in general. After solving the PMVP to obtain x ν * and {y k * } ν k=1 and the corresponding optimal second stage dual decision variables, {π k * } ν k=1 , a feasible solution to the BNPs is readily available
, and π = π k * . However, we need upper bounds for the maximization problems and lower bounds for the minimization problems, which are not provided by sub-optimal feasible solutions. Approximation methods for these difficult to solve BNPs are the subject of the remainder of this section.
Global Bounds
Consistent with the assumptions of Section 3, we assume {π|πW ≤ q} is a bounded set. Otherwise, it is possible to add constraints to πW ≤ q, since every optimal solution to Equation (6) is bounded. Assuming W and q are constant, we begin by describing how to obtain global bounds, π k,LB and π k,U B , independent of the cell k in the partition. Since the feasible region remains the same in the dual of Equation (2) with x = x ν * and for all values of ξ ∈ Ξ, we can establish an upper bound on the dual variable π (x ν * , ξ) by solving the following linear program:
A lower bound is found by minimizing instead of maximizing, and we will refer to all of these associated linear programs as the dual bounds linear programs (DBLPs). Although this involves the solution of 2m 2 linear programming problems, the bounds are valid for each value of k and ν; so, the problems only need to be solved once before the first partition refinement of the first iteration of the algorithm.
Although this method for finding bounds on the second stage dual variables does not take advantage of the fact that ξ is restricted to S k for cell k, and therefore are not likely to be very tight, they provide a default set of a priori bounds which can be used to find better bounds. As pointed out by [5] , such global bounds on the decision variables are often readily apparent from examination of the constraints.
Linear Programming Relaxation
In this section, we use a linear programming relaxation of the BNPs. Unlike the global bounds on the dual decision variables, the bounds found in this section take advantage of individual cells in the partition of the support set. We also relax the assumption that W and q are constant.
The first step of the linear programming relaxation approach is to replace all products of decision variables appearing in the constraints with new decision variables. Constraints involving the new decision variables are derived from range constraints on the original decision variables. This approach is described in [23] and is one of the techniques used in the more general Reformulation-Linearization Technique [see 24, and references therein].
Next, we illustrate the technique for a typical constraint in the BNPs. Let η i be a decision variable of a
, and B i,j be fixed values for i, j = 1, . . . , N . Consider the following nonlinear constraint and range constraints on the decision variables:
A linear program relaxation is obtained by replacing η i η j with a new decision variable v i,j . We obtain four additional constraints involving v i,j by multiplying the four range constraints involving η i and η j . Finally, we replace the nonlinear constraint in the BNP with the following linear constraints:
Complementary Slackness Improvements
In this section, we use complementary slackness conditions on the second stage recourse problem to iteratively improve bounds on the primal and dual decision variables. As in the last subsection, the bounds on the dual decision variables in this subsection take advantage of individual cells in the partition of the support set.
Throughout this section, we assume that W and q are constant.
For the recourse problem, Equation (2) with x = x ν * , the optimal second stage primal decision variables associated with cell k can vary depending on the value of ξ ∈ S k . We begin by pointing out that nonlinear programs similar to the BNP of Equation (17) can be used to find bounds on the primal decision variables of the recourse problem. For example, the following nonlinear program provides the largest optimal value of y j associated with cell k:
W y = r πW ≤y ≤ πr y ≥ 0, π and r unrestricted in sign.
Due to the computational difficulties in solving the above nonlinear program, we focus on finding upper bounds for problems that maximize y j and lower bounds for problems that minimize y j . The following linear program provides such an upper bound for y j by removing constraints from the above nonlinear program:
W y = r y ≥ 0, r unrestricted in sign.
A lower bound for y j is found by changing this from a maximization problem to a minimization problem, and we refer to all these linear programs as the primal bounds linear programs (PBLPs). Observe that, unlike the DBLPs, the PBLPs allow us to use the restriction ξ ∈ S k for cell k.
For i = 1, . . . , m 2 , let l i and u i be the lower and upper bounds for the decision variables in Equation (3) found using the DBLPs. We may find that some of the constraints πW ≤ q are redundant. This is the case for constraint j when
where we define
After solving the DBLPs, if the set F is not empty, we can potentially improve the bounds on the primal second stage problem by modifying the PBLPs. By complementary slackness, we know that y j = 0 for any j ∈ F . We can modify the constraint set of the PBLPs to obtain a new set
, y ≥ 0 and y j = 0 for all j ∈ F }. Minimizing each variable y j in turn over this set C will provide lower bounds {y
for the primal second stage variables when ξ ∈ S k . We refer to all of these linear programming problems as the improved primal bounds linear programs (IPBLPs). As we will see in the next section, these bounds can be used to improve the bounds on the dual second stage variables.
After solving the IPBLPs and finding bounds on the primal second stage variables when ξ ∈ S k , we define E = {j : y LB, * j > 0}. Returning to the DBLPs, we impose the complementary slackness condition that m2 i=1 π i W ij = q j for all j ∈ E. We refer to these modified DBLPs as the improved dual bounds linear programs (IDBLPs). If the bounds are improved to such a degree that some new constraints are left redundant in the constraints πW ≤ q, we may add new elements to the set F in the IPBLPs. This has the potential to improve the bounds for the primal decision variables, adding to the set E in the IDBLPs. This process of going back and forth between the improved dual and improved primal second stage problems can be repeated to improve the bounds. This iterative process eventually terminates because there are only a finite number of constraints in the dual problem that can be redundant, and a finite number of variables in the primal problem that can be greater than zero. Details are outlined in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Complementary Slackness for cell k at iteration ν of sequential bounding Require: Iteration ν is complete for Algorithm 1.
1: Set E, F = ∅. 2: Set π k,LB = min{π |πW ·,j ≤ q j for j / ∈ E, πW ·,j = q j for j ∈ E} for all .
3: Set π k,U B = max{π |πW ·,j ≤ q j for j / ∈ E, πW ·,j = q j for j ∈ E} for all .
, y j ≥ 0 for j / ∈ F, y j = 0 for j ∈ F } for all j.
6: Set E = E ∪ {j|y LB, * j > 0}. If E does not change, then stop and return π k,LB and π k,U B . Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Disjunctive Linear Programs
In this section we show how disjunctive linear programs can improve bounds on the optimal second stage dual decision variables beyond those found using the DBLPs or the complementary slackness approach of the last section. As in the last section, we assume here that W and q are constant.
The potential for improving the bounds is illustrated by the example in Figure 1 for the case where there are only two second stage dual variables π 1 and π 2 associated with the recourse problem of Equation (3) with x = x ν * and ξ ∈ S k . The shaded square represents all possible cost vectors centered at π k * , a second stage dual optimal solution of the PMVP. Recall the second stage dual problem for the PMVP is Equation (3) with x = x ν * and ξ = ξ k .
For any possible dual cost vector, we can graphically determine the optimal dual basic feasible solution in Figure 1 . It is clear that only the circled basic feasible solutions in the feasible set {π|πW ≤ q} can be optimal solutions when ξ is restricted to the set S k . All other basic feasible solutions are dominated by the solution π k * for all possible dual cost vectors. Thus, tighter bounds for the optimal dual decision variables exist than those based solely on bounds obtained through consideration of the feasible region alone. Although we would not be able to improve the upper bounds in this case, we can improve the lower bounds substantially.
In the two-dimensional case, each line segment of the feasible region corresponds to an active constraint.
Not all of the optimal basic feasible solutions, those that are circled, are located on the same line. This means that none of the constraints in the dual problem are active for every optimal solution associated with ξ ∈ S k .
However, the complementary slackness approach in Section 5.3 depends on finding dual constraints that are active for all possible optimal solutions when ξ ∈ S k . Otherwise, the set E in the IDBLPs will always be empty, and we would only be capable of finding bounds based solely on consideration of the feasible region alone, i.e. bounds found by solving the DBLPs.
Adding a disjunctive constraint to the DBLPs allows us to reduce the dual feasible region {π|πW ≤ q} to a smaller set, where dual feasible solutions dominated by π k * have been removed. Suppose that every feasible solution in the set {π|πv k ≤ π k * v k for k = 1, . . . , m 2 } has a lower objective function value than, and Figure 1 : A 2-dimensional example of the dual problem given by Equation (3) with x = x ν * and ξ ∈ S k . From the possible dual cost vectors, we see that only the circled basic feasible solutions need to be considered when determining bounds for π 1 and π 2 .
is therefore dominated by, π k * . For now, we will assume that {v k } m2 k=1 is given, but for the case illustrated in Figure 1 , observe that the set of any two vectors pointing in the direction of the dotted lines has the desired property. The upper bound on the optimal value of π found by solving the corresponding DBLP is improved by solving the following disjunctive linear programming problem:
We reformulate this as the following mixed integer linear programming problem:
where M is a sufficiently large number.
There are a variety of methods for computing the set of vectors {v k } m2 k=1 for use in the above mixed integer programming formulation. The method that we use generates the extreme rays of a simplicial cone containing the set of dual cost vectors K = {h−T x ν, * |ξ ∈ S k }. From Theorem 2.13.4.2.1 and Section 2.13.1.1 . We can build T by constructing its inverse, which transforms every vector in K into a set of vectors contained in the positive quadrant {π|π ≥ 0}. For our computational experiments, T −1 was constructed as a product of invertible sparse matrices. These sparse matrices included orthogonal transformations, each of which is an identity matrix with one of the entries changed from +1 to −1. Each of the remaining sparse matrices is an identity matrix with one of the off-diagonal terms changed from 0 to a non-zero value λ. Each of these sparse linear transformations leaves all but one of the dimensions of its argument unchanged and is easily invertible; so, no more than m 2 of each type of matrix is necessary.
Each orthogonal matrix generates no more than m 2 sign changes, and each of the remaining matrices involve no more than m 2 additions and multiplications. So, T −1 can be constructed in O(m 2 2 ) time.
Exact Solutions to BNPs
In this subsection we discuss a special case of stochastic programs whose associated BNPs can be solved efficiently due to special structure. We will consider 2SLP with random variables only appearing in the right hand side vector h and such that W = [L|R] is a partitioned matrix structured so that both L and R are lower triangular matrices in R m2×m2 . We also assume that corresponding diagonal entries have opposite signs: sign(L i,i ) = −sign(R i,i ) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that L contains all columns with positive diagonal entries and R contains those with negative entries. We also assume the i th column of any basis will be from column i or column m 2 + i from W .
A number of important two-stage stochastic linear programs have this special structure, including the simple recourse problem described in [26] , as well as appointment and operating room scheduling problems (see [11] , [27] , and [28] ). Tandem queueing networks described in [29] with random inter-arrival times and service times are also included in this category.
For fixed values of ξ and x, the optimal solution to the recourse problem can be found using recursion.
Notice that every basis will be lower triangular. We denote the i th entry of h − T x as (h − T x) i . Assuming q ≥ 0, the optimal solution is:
For i = 2, . . . , m 2 , the optimal solution is: 
For i = 2, . . . , m 2 , the bounds are:
0, otherwise,
0, otherwise, where we define:
.
Using the bounds for the optimal primal decision variables, we construct upper and lower bounds π U B
and π LB , for optimal dual recourse variables. This is done using backwards recursion and the complementary slackness conditions. The bounds are:
otherwise.
For i = 1, . . . , m 2 − 1, the bounds are:
where we define:
Computational Experiments
In this section we describe a model for an important semiconductor manufacturing application that we use as the basis for computational experiments. We show how the restricted recourse approach described in Section 4 is integrated with sequential bounding for this problem. We present the results of computational experiments for sequential bounding using the various algorithms described in Section 5 as well as restricted recourse and optimized outcomes described in Section 4.
Inventory Planning with Downward Substitutions
The problem of inventory planning with downward substitutions involves a decision maker determining production quantities for a family of products in the first stage. In the second stage of the problem, substitutions can be made after the random demand for each product is known. Any product can be substituted with another having a lower numbered index but not vice versa. This is often the case in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, for example, when faster microprocessors can be substituted for slower processors.
The goal of the decision maker is to minimize production costs as well as the expected penalty and holding costs for not meeting demand and having excess inventory after demand is met. Following the work done by [30] and [31] , we describe the stochastic programming formulation for this problem for N products. We begin with a description of the first stage decision variables:
z i ≡ 1 if product i is produced, 0 otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , N ;
x i ≡ the production quantity for product i, for i = 1, . . . , N .
We let ξ j (ω) denote the random demand for product j = 1, . . . , N . The second stage decision variables are: Next, we describe the cost parameters:
c i ≡ the unit production cost for product i = 1, . . . , N ;
h i ≡ the unit holding cost for excess inventory after demand is met for product i = 1, . . . , N ; p i ≡ the unit penality cost for not meeting demand for product i = 1, . . . , N ; s i,j ≡ the unit cost of substituting product i for product j when i ≤ j and i, j = 1, . . . , N .
The complete two-stage stochastic programming formulation is as follows:
Here, M is a sufficiently large quantity to ensure that Equation (26) is a redundant constraint when z i = 1.
Equation (27) is the set of N second stage demand balance constraints, and Equation (28) second stage decision variables, the recourse matrix does not have the special structure described in Section 5.5. Therefore, the approach of that section can not be used to solve this problem. and N products is:
Implementation of Restricted Recourse Bounds
Let be a fixed integer such that 1 ≤ < N , and consider the following restricted recourse linear program: Notice that the restricted recourse linear program is the recourse linear program with additional constraints in Equation (29) . The restricted recourse linear program for N products decomposes into one recourse problem with products and another with N − products:
Proof. Proof: No product with index less than or equal to will ever be substituted for a product with index greater than in the restricted recourse linear program. After eliminating all w i,j decision variables that are known to be equal to zero, every constraint either involves decision variables with indices less than or equal to or indices greater than , but not both. The restricted recourse linear program therefore separates into two linear programs.
At iteration ν of sequential bounding, suppose there exists a k ≤ N and such that 1 ≤ < N and w k,ν * i,j = 0 for all i ≤ and j > in the PMVP optimal solution, then we temporarily added the following constraints to the recourse problem:
Note that there may be more than one such value of for a given value of k where these constraints can be added. In those cases, we can further decompose one of the smaller recourse problems into two even smaller recourse problems. We repeat this process as many times as possible.
After adding these constraints to the problem of Equation (25), corresponding to the problem of Equation (2) in the general case, we obtained a valid restricted recourse problem, as described in Section 4.1, and we can use the bound of Corollary 2 instead of the bound of Corollary 1 in the sequential bounding routine.
The upper bound of Corollary 2 requires bounds on the optimal dual decision variables of the restricted recourse problem. From Proposition 4, optimal decision variables of the restricted recourse problem are equivalent to decision variables for smaller instances of the unrestricted recourse problem. We used the linear program relaxation approach of [23] , described in Section 5.2, for solving the BNPs to obtain optimal dual decision variable bounds π k,U B and π k,LB for unrestricted recourse problems with less than N products.
These bounds are often tighter than those found for the unrestricted recourse problem with N products, the decision variable bounds used in Corollary 1. We always used the smaller upper bound from Corollary 1 and 2 for each iteration of the sequential bounding approach. Note that we remove these added constraints prior to the next iteration of the algorithm.
Computational Experiments
We used SAA for comparison with sequential bounding. SAA is a Monte Carlo sampling-based approach where demand outcomes are randomly sampled and given equal probability of occurrence. This sample is used In order to calculate these upper and lower statistical bounds, four values must be specified: the number of scenarios for each lower bounding problem, the number of lower bounding problems, a feasible first stage solution, and the number of demand outcomes used to generate the statistical upper bound. For comparison purposes, we wished to obtain a feasible first stage solution and calculate upper and lower statistical bounds within a given time limit. We used an iterative approach described by [32] , where a feasible first stage solution and statistical bounds are obtained at the first iteration. In each subsequent iteration the statistical lower bound is modified, and the first stage solution and statistical upper bound either remain the same or are both modified.
We solved one new sampled instance of the lower bounding problem at each iteration. Iterations continued until the time limit was reached. Thus, the total number of iterations at the end of the time limit is equal to the number of lower bounding problems solved. Whenever an instance of the lower bounding problem yielded an optimal objective function value that was lower than any found in previous iterations, we used that solution as the new feasible first stage solution, and solved for a statistical estimate of an upper bound on the optimality gap. Following the choices made by [32] , we selected 20 scenarios for the lower bounding problem and 1000 demand outcomes for the upper bounding problem. In addition to 20 scenarios for the lower bounding problem (labeled "SAA 20"), we also considered 100 scenarios for the lower bounding problem (labeled "SAA 100") in our computational experiments. No other attempts were made to optimize these algorithm control parameters. We did not use Benders decomposition to solve each of the sampled lower bound problems as was done by [32] . We also avoided using Benders decomposition for each iteration of the sequential bounding algorithm. It is not clear if either of the two algorithms would benefit more than the other if decomposition was used.
The sequential bounding algorithms, as well as the SAA algorithm, were implemented using the C++ programming language and a commerical mixed integer programming solver, the IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.4
callable library. The test cases were run on a 64-bit Windows machine with 8 threads (2.93 GHz) Intel Core i7 processor.
An illustrative example of the partition of the random variable support set is provided in Figure 2 . Each of the four diagrams correspond to the partition at iterations 1, 2, 3, and 11 of the LP-relaxation version of the sequential bounding algorithm. A two-product instance was used to generate the figure. The demand for each product is a continuous uniform random variable taking values between 0 and 100. For each partition, every cell has the conditional mean values labeled with a black dot. We also include the difference in the bounds on the first two dual decision variables, ∆π 1 and ∆π 2 , when the random variables are restricted to each cell of the partition. In Figure 3 the upper and lower bounds on the optimal objective function value are plotted at each iteration of the sequential bounding algorithm. The difference is a bound on the optimality gap for the two-stage stochastic program.
A total of 24 test cases were used in the computational experiments. The instance parameters were based on those considered by [31] . In that paper, a large number of test problems were considered. The test problems include gamma and correlated-normal distributed demand. We did not consider these two particular types of demand, but these cases can be handled with sequential bounding. In particular, correlated-normal random variables are equal to an affine transformation of independent normal random variables; so, integrals appearing in Proposition 1 for 1 and 2 simplify after a change of variables. The instances we chose for test problems are given in Table 1 . Three different numbers of products were used: 5, 10, and 25 with normally, uniformly, and lognormally distributed demand. We included lognormally distributed demand to include a non-symmetric distribution. Cost parameters associated with the most and least expensive products considered by [31] were used in the tests.
The computational results for the inventory planning problem with downward substitutions are shown in Table 2 for the algorithms described in Section 5 as well as the restricted recourse approach of Section 4.1. Results for the method of optimized outcomes, described in Section 4.2, are presented in Table 3 . The method of optimized outcomes could be used to calculate an upper bound at each iteration of sequential bounding. However, we took a two phase approach. In the first phase we conduct sequential bounding with a 900 second time limit. We used two different sequential bounding algorithms: one using global bounds on the optimal dual decision variables and the other using the restricted recourse approach described in Section 4.1. In the second phase we solve the linear program described in Section 4.2 to obtain an improved upper bound. The optimal first stage decision variables found from solving the upper bounding problem, rather than the first stage solution from sequential bounding, were used in comparisons with the SAA algorithm.
The run times reported in Table 3 include the total time required for both phases. In this table two results are reported for each case, corresponding to the two sequential bounding algorithms used in the first phase.
For each case, the maximum of the two run times was used as the time limit for the algorithms in Table   2 . We used 9 evenly spaced points to create a piecewise linear outer approximation of each convex function appearing in the objective function of the mathematical program in Section 4.2. The results are reported as the percent error, relative to the lower bound, after the last iteration. The total number of iterations is reported in parentheses.
Results for the SAA are shown in Table 4 . The maximum run time for both algorithms in Table 3 was used as the time limit for both algorithms in Table 4 . We report the estimated percent error as the width of the 99% confidence intervals for the optimality gap divided by the estimated lower bound on the optimal solution objective value. The number of iterations for the SAA algorithm is the total number of times that the lower bounding problem was solved. By the central limit theorem, the accuracy of these confidence bounds is asymptotically valid as the number of iterations and sample size for the upper bound problem approach infinity. The first stage solution associated with the lowest optimal objective value of all lower bounding problems is returned upon termination of the SAA.
The percent error for the sequential bounding algorithms in Table 2 are surprisingly similar. The difference in percent error between algorithms for each case is never more than 6.1 percentage points. The difference in percent error between the algorithms in the table tends to decrease as the number of products, N , increases.
In every case the restricted recourse approach of Section 4.1 yields the lowest percent error.
Next we compare Tables 2 and 3 . The optimized outcome approach of Section 4.2 outperforms all the other sequential bounding algorithms, with the exception of Case 6, compare the "Rest. Rec." column in Table 2 and the "Global" column of Table 3 . For every case, optimized outcomes with the restricted recourse algorithm provides the lowest percent error of all the approaches represented in both tables. The difference between the percent error for the two optimized outcome algorithms tends to be smaller for larger numbers of products. This suggests that for larger numbers of products, the improvements from optimized outcomes is overwhelmingly more important than the approaches presented in Section 5 and Section 4.1.
Of the two SAA algorithms, the one with 100 scenarios for the lower bounding problem has the lowest estimated percent error for every test case. In comparing SAA to sequential bounding below, we selected the 100 scenario and optimized outcomes with restricted recourse approaches respectively.
We conducted a paired Student-t test to compare SAA and optimized outcomes. We refer to [33] for an example of how to evaluate the quality of two or more stochastic programming solutions using the Student-t test. Let (x * SAA , z * SAA ) and (x * OO , z * OO ) denote the first stage solutions found at the final iteration of each algorithm respectively. The paired difference in the objective function value for a particular value of the Table 5 : 99% confidence bounds for the paired differences in objective function values at the final iteration between SAA100 and Restricted Recourse with Optimized Outcomes. Data is in the form of "mean, (lb,ub)", where lb and ub are the lower and upper bounds for the confidence interval, and mean is the average of paired differences in objective function values for the solution returned by each algorithm over 10,000 sampled demand outcomes. For reference, we include the the average SAA100 objective function value in the final column.
random variable vector ξ is given below:
This quantity was calculated for 10, 000 sampled outcomes of the random variable vector ξ using JuMP, a mathematical programming language described by [34] and implemented in the Julia computer programming language, see [35] . We used Clp, an open-source linear programming solver described by [36] , for every evaluation of the function Q N . The p-value was calculated based on the null hypothesis that the paired differences have a mean of zero. In every case we rejected the null hypothesis with a p-value below 0.001.
In Table 5 we report the 99.9% confidence bounds on the paired difference for each case. We also include the average objective function value for the SAA solution over all 10, 000 sampled outcomes for the random variable vector ξ.
From Table 5 we see that the Restricted Recourse with Optimized Outcomes approach always does best for the 5 product cases, but it only does better than SAA for two of the 25 product cases. Although SAA is always the best algorithm in the 10 product cases, we see that average difference in the objective values of the two algorithms, relative to the objective value of SAA, is always less than 2 percent for all of the 5 and 10 product cases. In the 25 product cases, we see more differentiation. Here, SAA is best in the cases with uniformly distributed demand. These are also the cases with the greatest variance in demand. We see that the Optimized Outcomes approach never underperforms by more than 6 percent from the SAA solution's objective function value in the 25 product cases. SAA underperforms by more than 7 percent in case 18.
This suggests that SAA is probably the best overall algorithm, especially when the number of products and variance in demand is high, but Optimized Outcomes remains competitive, if not better, when the variance in demand or the number of products is low.
Conclusions
We presented new algorithms for improving optimal decision variable bounds for two-stage stochastic programs. We further demonstrated how bounds can be obtained efficiently using simple recursion for certain types of problems. The new approaches were incorporated into a sequential bounding algorithm, first proposed by [4] , for solving two-stage stochastic programs. These approaches also extend the restricted recourse bounds developed by [6] to more effectively bound recourse problems. We incorporated these bounds into a sequential bounding approach as well. We also developed a new mathematical programming approach to obtain an upper bound on the optimal objective function value of 2SLP based on substituting random variables with decision variables to obtain optimized outcomes when random variables only appear in the right hand side of the constraints in Equation (3) . A wide variety of two-stage stochastic programs can be solved in a bounding and parititioning framework. This includes situations where the second stage problem has random right hand side values as well as random cost, technology and recourse matrix coefficients. In Section 3 we made relatively few assumptions, even allowing for unbounded support in the random right hand side values.
We found that the sequential bounding algorithm is capable of generating solutions for challenging twostage stochastic programming problems with continuous support. We found that a combination of restricted recourse, described in Section 4.1, decision variable bounds based on a linear programming relaxation of the BNPs, described in Section 5.2, and the approach of optimized outcomes, described in Section 4.2, were consistently better than the global bounds approach for sequential bounding. Although the sequential bounding algorithms developed in this paper required more time per iteration for the sequential bounding algorithm than the version with global decision variable bounds, we found that the extra time per iteration was worthwhile. In addition to a deterministic measure of the optimality gap, our computational experiments provide new evidence that sequential bounding can produce low cost solutions relative to those found using the SAA for some cases. Thus it may be a promising heuristic for 2SLPs that are difficult or impossible to solve exactly. Most of the approaches that we considered did not significantly improve the performance of sequential bounding compared to the implementation in which global bounds were used. Because the global bounds approach is easier to implement, it should be considered in practice.
We compared the restricted recourse with optimized outcomes approach with a Monte Carlo sampling based approach using a paired Student-t test. In 10 out of 24 test cases we found that the restricted recourse version of sequential bounding with optimized outcomes produced a lower cost solution than that found by the Sample Average Approximation with 100 scenarios used for the lower bounding problem. In all other cases, Sample Average Approximation produced the lowest cost. Overall our results suggest that sequential bounding is capable of producing solutions that are close to, or better, than those generated with Monte
Carlo sampling, provided the number of products and demand variance are not both high. However, SAA has a clear tendency to produce the lowest cost solution when the number of products is above 5. It is notable that the bounds obtained from the sequential bounding algorithm are deterministic as opposed to the statistical confidence intervals obtained using SAA.
There are many opportunities for future research. Additional computational results for other two-stage stochastic programming problems would help in evaluating whether or not sequential bounding is a viable solution approach. There may be other special cases or other types of stochastic programs to which the methods we described can be extended. For example, the authors are currently developing a multi-stage version of the sequential bounding algorithm similar to the two-stage version described in this paper.
A Proof of Proposition 1
For ease of presentation, we drop the dependence that every random variable has on the outcome ω ∈ Ω.
Here, every component of the various ξ, W , q, h, and T vectors and matrices are random variables.
The first equality follows from the definition of y * (x, ξ). The next equality is due to the last summation being equal to zero as a result of y * (x, ξ) being feasible. The first inequality is due to π * (x,ξ k,1 ) being dual feasible and y * (x, ξ) ≥ 0. The next equality results from rearranging terms. The last inequality follows from the definition of y k,U B and y k,LB .
The second part of the proof is similar to the first. ).
The first equality follows from the definition of π * (x, ξ). The next inequality follows from π * (x, ξ) being dual feasible and y * (x,ξ k,2 ) ≥ 0. The next equality follows from the last summation being equal to zero due to y * (x,ξ k,2 ) being feasible. The next equality results from rearranging terms. The last inequality follows from the definition of π k,LB and π k,U B , establishing the final result.
B Proof of Corollary 1
The proof of the first inequality follows from z(x * ) = cx * + Q(x * ) and Proposition 1 with x = x * ,ξ k,1 = ξ k,2 = ξ k , and ν 1 = 0 when W and q are constant. The second inequality follows from x * being optimal and x ν * being feasible in the first stage constraints. The last inequality is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.
C Proof of Proposition 2
The validity of q 1 and −q 2 as bounds on the dual decision variable are a direct result of the constraints in the dual of Equation (14) .
Since cell k at iteration ν can be different from cell k at iteration ν + 1, we will add a superscript ν to variables when the distinction is not otherwise apparent.
At any arbitrary iteration ν, the k th cell S k,ν = [a The summation is taken over the cell indices, and the sum of exactly two integrals make up the contribution to the approximation error from cell k.
For iteration ν + 1, suppose we split cell S k,ν = [a .
Notice that each cell contributes one term to the total error, and the term is proportional to the square of the cell's length. Furthermore, the proportionality constant is the same for every cell. So, if we split cell k with length ∆ 
In other words, the approximation error is reduced by half of a cell's contribution prior to it being split, and the contribution from all other cells remains unchanged. Thus, we achieve the greatest reduction in the approximation error after one iteration if we split the cell with the largest contribution, which is the cell with the longest length. New cells are always at least as small as the cell from which they were derived. So, there is no advantage to splitting any cell but the longest at each iteration, since splitting a cell with a shorter interval will never produce a longer cell at future iterations.
D Proof of Proposition 3
Since cell k at iteration ν can be different from cell k at iteration ν + 1, we will add a superscript ν to variables when the distinction is not otherwise apparent. .
The approximation error is a summation over each cell. Each term is proportional to the squared length of the cell interval, and the proportionality constant is independent of the cells. In the proof of Proposition 2
we also determined that the greatest reduction in the error is achieved by splitting the cell with the largest interval length into two cells of equal length. We can deduce that the error is reduced by 1 2 k after every 2 k iterations, for any value of k, since every cell's contribution to the error is reduced by half after it is split.
For any value of k the error will be reduced by equal amounts for each iteration between iterations 2 k and 2 k+1 − 1. Below we use the convention where lg is the logarithm to the base 2. Since the error after the first iteration is (q 1 + q 2 )(b − a) 2 lg ν +3 .
If ν + 1 is a power of 2, then the ratio of successive approximation errors is: This ratio converges to 1 as ν → ∞. Therefore, the approximation error converges to zero sublinearly.
